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POWER BUmD)ING 

422 SOUTH CHURCH STREET, CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28242 

WILLIAM 0. PARKERJR. September 12, 1980 
VICE PRESIDENT TELEPHONE: AREA 704 

STEAM PRODUCTION 373-4083 

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Re: Oconee Unit 3 
Docket No. 50-287 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

My letter of July 30, 1980 submitted Reportable Occurrence Report RO-287/80-9, 
concerning an incident involving inoperability of the Normal Source Voltage 
Monitor circuit of the Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) on Unit 3. This 
inoperability affected the safety-grade transfer-to-startup function of the 
EPSL. Subsequent investigation of the incident in conjunction with telephone 
discussions with Region II personnel have revealed that this report contained 
several errors due to misinformation concerning the incident. In order to 
provide an accurate representation of the incident, RO-287/80-9 has been 
substantially revised and is attached for your information.  

Very truly yours, 

William 0. Parker, Jr.  

FTP:scs 

cc: Director Mr. Bill Lavallee 
Office of Management & Nuclear Safety Analysis Center 
Program Analysis P. 0. Box 10412 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Palo Alto, California 94303 
Washington, D. C. 20555 
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DUKE POWER COMPANY 
OCONEE UNIT 3 

Report Number: RO-287/80-9, Revision 2 

Report Date: September 12, 1980 

Occurrence Date: July 10, 1980 

Facility: Oconee Unit 3, Seneca, South Carolina 

Identification of Occurrence: Inoperable Portion of the Emergency Power 
Switching Logic 

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: Hot Shutdown 

Description of Occurrence: 

On July 10, 1980 at approximately 2040 hours, D. C. breaker 3DIA-13 tripped.  
This breaker supplies control power for the "A" phase of the Normal Source 
Voltage Monitor Circuit of the Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) on 
Unit 3. The breaker tripped due to a fault condition caused by a burned out 
relay coil on relay 27NYA2. The relay directly above 27NYA which is 2 7NXB, appeared to have some damaged wires as well as possible smoie damage. The 
status of this relay was questionable, and it was subsequently declared 
inoperable. 27NXB is in the "B" phase circuit; therefore, two phases out of 
three were determined to be inoperable in the normal voltage monitoring 
circuit of the EPSL on Unit 3. This effectively disabled the safety-grade 
transfer-to-startup portion of the EPSL and is reportable pursuant to Technical 
Specification 6 .6 .2 .1.a(5). Unit 3 was in hot standby when this incident 
occurred. Before repair of the affected circuit was completed, Unit 3 was 
started up. During the startup, the unit was initially connected to the start
up bus and therefore the lack of the affected circuit was of no consequence.  
However, due to a lack of understanding of the function of the inoperable 
circuit, the unit loads were subsequently transferred to the normal source.  
Operation of the unit without a safety-grade means for transferring to the start
up bus was the result of personnel error, as discussed below, and is reportable 
pursuant to Technical Specification 6.6 .2 .1.a(6).  

Apparent Cause of Occurrence: 

At 1914 hours on July 10, 1980, the Unit 3 reactor tripped. The trip and 
resulting auxiliary power transfer caused relay 27NYA2 to energize. Sub
sequently the 27NYA2 relay failed resulting in the tripping of control power 
breaker 3DIA-13. Relay 27NXB, located above 27NYA2, appeared to have damaged 
wires and smoke damage from the failure of 27NYA2. Thus, this relay was 
declared inoperable since its condition was unknown. Subsequent inspection, 
cleaning, and testing of this relay, however, verified that it remained operable.  

Before repair of these relays was performed, the decision was made to return 
Unit 3 to power. The decision to repair the relays at power was reached due to 
an improper review of the Technical Specifications, a lack of information con
cerning the status of the relays, a lack of understanding of the function of the 
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affected circuit, and improper review of the procedure used to repair the 
relays.  

Analysis of Occurrence: 

The Oconee Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) in conjunction with its 
associated circuits, is designed with sufficient redundancy to assure 
that power is supplied to the unit Main Feeder Buses and, hence, to the 
unit's essential loads, under accident conditions. The logic system monitors 
the normal and emergency power sources; and, upon loss of the normal power 
source (the unit auxiliary transformer), the logic will seek an alternate 
source of power. First priority as the alternate gower source is the unit 
startup transformer powered from either the switchyard or a Keowee hydro unit 
via the 230kV overhead feeder. In the event the startup transformer is not 
available, the logic will select the Standby Bus as the alternate power source 
with power provided from a Keowee hydro unit via the 13.8kV underground feeder.  
If neither of the alternate power sources are available, the switching logic 
waits until power appears at one of the sources and then selects that source 
as the emergency power supply.  

The EPSL detects source availability and performs automatic transfers as 
necessary .by the following voltage monitoring: 

1. Normal Source Voltage 
2. Startup Source Voltage 
3. Standby Source Voltage 
4. Main Feeder Bus Voltage 

The transfer from the normal source to the startup source is usually performed 
manually. However, upon a unit trip, this transfer is performed automatically 
*by any one of three redundant control grade initiation circuits (86 GA/GB, 
86 HY, 62GXA). The EPSL system provides a safety-grade backup to the above 
control grade initiation circuits.  

On July 10, 1980 the phase "A" and phase "B" circuits of the Normal Source 
Voltage Monitor of the EPSL were declared inoperable. Therefore, the entire 
Normal Source Voltage Monitor circuit was effectively out of service. The 
Normal Source Voltage Monitor circuit serves the following functions: 

(1) Prevents closing the normal source breakers (N1 and N2) when there 
is no voltage available from the Unit Normal Transformer, 3T.  

(2) Provides a safety-related trip signal to both redundant trip 
coils of the normal source breakers.  

(3) Provides a safety-related input to both channels of load shed 
logic for undervoltage on two out of three phases of the normal 
source.  

The voltage monitor function of primary interest in this situation is the 
safety-related trip signal for the normal source breakers, function (2) above.  
This signal is important because it is the safety-related means that initiates 
the automatic transfer from the normal source to the startup source. Under 
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accident conditions, once the normal breakers are tripped all of the remaining 
safety functions of the EPSL can be accomplished by the remaining safety
related circuits without the Normal Source Voltage Monitor circuits being 
operable. When the normal breakers are tripped, breaker auxiliary contacts give 
a clear permissive signal to the startup breakers and provide a redundant safety
related path for initiating a load shed signal. This additional logic path 
provides a diverse means for initiating load shed on normal source undervoltage 
without the input from the Normal Source Voltage Monitor listed in (3).  

Initially, when the Normal Voltage Monitor circuits were declared inoperable, 
the 4160 volt Unit 3 auxiliary loads were being supplied from the Unit Startup 
Transformer, CT3. While connected to the startup rource (CT3) the safety-related 
functions of the Normal Voltage Monitors are not required because a transformer 
to startup is not necessary. However, during the period in which the undervoltage 
auxiliary relays were under repair, Unit 3 was started up and 4160 volt loads were 
transferred to the normal source, transformer 3T. In this power system lineup, the 
safety related trip of the normal source breakers necessary for transfer to the 
startup source was not available. However, control grade signals from the 
generator lockout relays (86GA and 86GB), the generator lockup shutdown relay 
(86HY), and the turbine trip relay (62GXA), as well as manual capability were 
continuously available to trip the normal source breakers. A reactor trip signal 
will trip relays 86GA, 86GB, and 86HY.  

These control grade signals constitute the-means by which the transfer from the 
normal source to the startup source is normally achieved upon a unit trip. The 
safety-related Normal Voltage Monitor circuits are slower acting than the control 
grade transfer circuits and are provided to trip the normal breakers only in the 
event that the redundant normal transfer circuits fail.  

With the systems aligned as described above (i.e., Normal Voltage Monitor circuits 
out of service and 4160 volt loads supplied from transformer 3T) a flux/flow 
reactor trip occurred at 0834 hours the following day. This reactor trip resulted 
in an automatic transfer to the startup source thus confirming the operability of 
the control grade normal breaker trip signals.  

Loss of the Normal Source Voltage Monitor circuit of the EPSL on Unit 3 is 
considered to be reportable pursuant to Technical Specification 6.6.2.1.a(5), 
which concerns the failure of a component which could prevent the fulfillment of 
the functional requirements of systems required to cope with accidents analyzed 
in the Safety Analysis Report. However, further investigation of the actions 
taken as a result of the loss of this circuitry indicates that this incident also 
involves Technical Specification 6.6.2.1.a(6). This specification concerns per
sonnel error or procedural inadequacy which could prevent the fulfillment of the 
functional requirements of systems required to cope with the accidents analyzed 
in the Safety Analysis Report.  

The decision to start up Unit 3 was initially made before relay 2 7NXB (Phase "B") 
was declared inoperable. Relay 27NYA2 (Phase "A") had been declared inoperable 
at the time and it was considered that the circuitry was still functional under 
a degraded, 2-out-of-2 logic. The status of relay 2 7NXB was questionable, however, 
and the decision to proceed with the unit startup was made due to a lack of under
standing of the function of these relays and this circuit. When phase "B" of the 
affected circuit was formally declared inoperable, it was determined that a startup 
of the. unit could continue because a review of the Technical Specifications indicated 
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that there was no limitation which prohibited the unit from operating without 
this portion of the EPSL circuitry. The decision to operate the unit without 
the-Normal Source Voltage Monitor circuit because it was not specifically 
prohibited by the Technical Specifications represents an error in judgement 
which further demonstrates the lack of understanding of the function of this 
circuitry. The decision to proceed with the Unit 3 startup would have been 
acceptable had the condition been specified that the unit loads remain powered 
from the Startup Transformer, CT3, until the damaged circuitry was repaired and 
restored to operability. This factor was not understood by the involved person
nel, however, and the unit loads were transferred to the normal source after the 
unit was returned to power.  

At the time that this transfer was made, both phases "A" and "B" of the Normal 
Source Voltage Monitor circuit were considered inoperable, but only phase "A" 
was deenergized. Since subsequent testing of phase "B" revealed that it was 
operable, safety-grade voltage sensing of the normal source was available at 
this time via phases "B" and "C." Work on this circuitry, however, soon 
disabled this function.  

In order to repair the affected relays, a procedure was used which directed 
that all three phases of the circuit be taken out of service simultaneously.  
A prerequisite which specified shutdown conditions was revised through an 
approved procedural change to allow performance of the procedure at power.  
The decision to approve this change was made due to a lack of information, 
improper review of the procedure, and a misunderstanding of the circumstances.  
It was not understood that the subject procedure would remove all three phases 
from service simultaneously. Due to familiarity with other procedures which 
could have been used to repair the relays and which removed only one phase 
from service at a time, it was incorrectly assumed that this procedure also 
would remove only one phase from service at a time. In addition, it was con
sidered at that time that disabling of the Normal Source Voltage Monitor cir
cuit was of no consequence because it was erroneously believed that the main 
feeder bus monitor was safety-related. Thus, all three phases of the circuit 
were deenergized for approximately 11 hours for repair of the relays.  

Corrective Action: 

Relay 27NYA 2 and its associated wiring were replaced. The adjacent relays 
and their wiring were cleaned and visually inspected. The EPSL circuitry 
was tested, and found to be operating properly, and returned to service at 
1545 hours on July 11, 1980.  

As described above, personnel error resulted in the operation of Unit 3 for a 
period of time without a safety-grade method for transferring from the normal 
source to the startup source, although non-safety-grade means existed for 
performing this transfer and were proven operable by the trip on July 11, 1980.  
Duke Power Company recognizes the seriousness of the actions resulting from 
this incident and is taking the following corrective actions to preclude a 
reoccurrence of this nature: 

1. A Technical Specification revision is being drafted to make operability 
of the EPSL explicit with respect to allowed unit operation.  

2. Personnel training will be reviewed, evaluated, and modified as necessary 
to provide a better understanding of safety-related systems, their inter
dependencies, and the consequences of their inoperability.  
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3. A letter has been issued from the Oconee Station Manager to plant personnel 
which stresses the need for an adequate review to be performed prior to 
taking any actions for situations not specifically addressed by the Techni
cal Specifications or the Final Safety Analysis Report. A copy of this 
letter is available at the site for review by the Resident Inspector.  

4. An interpretation of the Technical Specification definition of "Operable" 
has been prepared to clarify the applicability of this term with respect 
to associated systems and/or components.  
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